
«You legionnaires are soldiers to die, and I send you to 
where we die»  — Négrier

There is no more beautiful attachment to any Nation 
than the one’s of these foreigners who have become 
Sons of France not by the blood they have received 
but by the blood they have shed. The legionnaires carry 
within them a supreme incarnation of disdain for death. 
The devil walks with them, for from the height of their 
unshakeable faith they represent all those who, in time of 
war, voluntarily come to enlist to protect this Fatherland 
which invented modern universalism. Internationalism is 
not a dilution.

If the roots of this corps are to be found in the Universal 
Peace concluded in 1516 between the Helvetian cantons 
and François Ⅰer this is not trivial either. The revolution 
that will touch the land of France in 1789 is the path of 
history that has crossed our country for over a thousand 
years. The borders of Europe, where from immemorial 
time the enemy has been respected because he has 
participated in forging the impregnable resistance of its 
peoples. In this respect, the pickaxe and shovel symbol 
of the legion mark that after the chaos of the hour of 
combat, the determination, intact, for peace and the 
outstretched hand make a motto a reality. Honour and 
loyalty.

Of all the theatres of operation since its creation on 10 
March 1831, it is in Algeria at Sidi-Bel-Abes that it made 
its heart. It was at Camerone that it made its legend 
when 3 officers and 62 legionnaires held 2,000 men at 
bay. A modern-day Spartan, the white kepi, ready to fight 
and to make a total sacrifice, devotes a cult to its tradi-
tions. For in the black marble is reflected the salute of 
the living in homage to their dead who rest forever in the 
arms of glory!

La Légion marche

The Legion marches to the front,
Singing we follow,
Heirs to its traditions,
We are with her.

(refrain)
We are the men of the storm troopers,
Soldiers of the old Legion,
Tomorrow waving our flags,
We shall march in victory,
We have not only weapons,
But the devil marches with us,
Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, for our Legion elders,
Fighting over there, we follow.

For that knightly fate,
Honour, Fidelity,
We are proud to belong
To the 2nd rep.
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